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Siberian Express is a meteorological term in the United States describing the arrival of an extremely cold air mass of
Siberian origins. It specifically refers to an origin in Siberia.

A Dangerous Threat Hypothermia is one of the most dangerous conditions you can face this winter. Matt
Sampson takes you through the harsh symptoms of hypothermia and how you can prevent yourself from
getting it. Hypothermia has been blamed for the deaths of at least 22 people as an arctic blast, known as the
Siberian Express, continues to push through the central and eastern parts of the U. The toll includes 11 people
in Tennessee, six in Pennsylvania, two in Illinois and one each in Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky. Several other
deaths suspected of being related to the cold are still being investigated. More record lows are expected
Saturday morning in the Northeast. Here are the latest impacts from the Siberian Express. Alabama Several
Alabama schools announced Friday closures or delayed starts due to the bitter cold weather, AL. The program
educates students on preparing for severe weather situations through weather education sessions. The program
was canceled to ensure the safety of students and first responders. Florida Central Floridians, particularly those
in Volusia County, stocked up on firewood Thursday before another round of cold moved in, News 13
reported. Across the state, cities such as Miami, Orlando, Jacksonville and Tallahassee saw record lows early
Friday morning. In response to the cold, officials in Brevard County opened up weather shelters for the
homeless. Currently, the region is looking at degrees for only about two hours, which could mean minimal
crop damage, according to Gene McAvoy, a multi-county vegetable crops specialist. Georgia Georgia cities
shattered record cold temperatures for the date Thursday, including Atlanta, Athens, Columbus and Macon.
Atlanta failed to reach freezing Thursday, hitting a high of only On Thursday morning, as many as 10, people
were without power in the Atlanta area as thermometers plummeted well into the teens. Various crops were
taking some of the brunt of the freezing temperatures, and blueberry crops in Georgia and Florida may be
some of the victims, said The Packer. The heart of blueberry country was slammed by freezing temperatures
Thursday morning, prompting blueberry growers to assess possible crop damage. We should know the extent
of damage, if any, sometime next week. Widespread subzero lows were reported Thursday and Friday
mornings. The lowest temperatures were in southern Illinois, where lows of 16 below zero were reported
Thursday morning at Dam 52 on the Ohio River near Brookport as well as at the Carbondale Sewage Plant.
Smeester was lying next to her vehicle, and it is unclear whether she fell in or out of it, said Boyd. Why she
was unable to get up is still uncertain, as well. The Hoosier State woke up to widespread subzero cold Friday.
Angola reported a low of 18 below zero, the preliminary state low for Friday. Trash pickup was suspended due
to extremely low temperatures, leaving street corners piled with frozen trash , WTHR-TV reported. Broken
plumbing also plagued homes and businesses. A passing driver en route to work picked them up, and by that
evening three of the four had been adopted. He collapsed 50 feet from his front door due to cold and exertion,
according to the report. A low of 32 degrees below zero was recorded at a Kentucky Mesonet site near
Richmond Friday morning, only 5 degrees away from the all-time Kentucky record low of degrees Fahrenheit
set in Shelbyville on Jan. According to data from the Kentucky Climate Center, the Richmond reading would
tie the all-time February record low for the state set in Princeton on Feb. Lexington plunged to 18 below zero,
marking its coldest day since Jan. Several businesses in Radcliff remained closed due to lack of power Friday
morning. Maine Museum patrons at the Portland Museum of Art in Portland, Maine, were evacuated after a
gas line was punctured on Thursday, Kristen Levesque, director of public relations for the museum, told the
Weather Channel. Visitors were back in the museum within an hour, Levesque noted. Some parked cars have
been encased in ice as water from the ruptures is splashed onto them by passing cars, then frozen in the bitterly
cold conditions. Flint, Michigan tied its all-time record low of 25 degrees below zero Friday morning - a
record originally set in January Brutal wind chills triggered school districts across West Michigan to cancel
class or run a two-hour delay , MLive reports. Plummeting temperatures reached minus 37 near Rudyard,
minus 35 in Pellston and minus 34 in Grayling, respectively. At the Ann Arbor Airport, temperatures the
mercury plunged to minus Minnesota The coldest conditions in the nation Thursday were found in parts of
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northern Minnesota, accustomed to extreme cold in the winter months. Twenty-six residents were displaced.
The failure cut off heat to eight buildings during frigid temperatures. Over students at the University of
Buffalo were evacuated Wednesday after frozen sprinklers caused a power outage in a six-building dorm,
many spending the night on cots at the gym, the Associated Press says. New York City Emergency
Management issued a weather alert for "dangerous cold temperatures" for Friday night and for a wintry mix of
precipitation expected from Winter Storm Pandora over the coming weekend. Jamestown, New York, which
posted an all-time record low of 31 below zero Tuesday, recorded a temperature of minus 23 Friday, making it
the coldest spot in the state. North Carolina Schools across the state canceled class Friday as temperatures
dropped to below freezing. The Charlotte Observer reported nine water main breaks in the city of Charlotte
Thursday and Friday as temperatures fell to a record low of 7 degrees Friday morning. Mount Mitchell, the
highest peak in the Appalachian Mountains at 6, feet above sea level, recorded a temperature of 20 below zero
Friday morning after having only reached 5 below zero for a high Thursday. Ohio At least one hypothermia
death has occurred in Ohio. Columbus, Ohio, saw two separate water main breaks early Friday morning and
crews rushed to prevent ice from coating nearby roadways , WBNS reports. Toledo also broke its February
record low, hitting 19 below, and Youngstown tied its record low for the month at 14 below. The reading was
only 10 degrees short of the all-time record for the state of Ohio. Pennsylvania Several people were evacuated
in the Port Richmond section of Philadelphia after a water main break caused water to be shut off to homes
Saturday morning, MyFOX Philly said. Freezing water caused the break, and many homes were flooded. At
least six people in Pennsylvania died over the last few days after suffering from hypothermia and symptoms
related to extreme cold , WPVI-TV in Philadelphia reports. Philadelphia reached 2 degrees Friday morning. In
New Castle, Pennsylvania, temperatures reached minus 19 degrees Friday morning, while Springboro reached
31 below zero. The all-time record for Pennsylvania is minus 42 at Smethport in January Tennessee At least
11 people have died due to hypothermia across Tennessee. Virginia A broken water main flooded streets in
Falls Church, Virginia, before officials made the call to shut off service to the area. The break, which
happened Thursday moring , has been attributed to the record low temperatures striking the state, ABC 7 says.
The Associated Press reports that Virginia Railway Express trains are running delays due to frozen switches.
In Arlington, Virginia, freezing temperatures are triggering fire alarm systems and leading firefighters on a
wild goose chase of false calls. Lynchburg, where records have been kept since , recorded an all-time record
low of minus 11 Friday morning. West Virginia Subzero cold gripped much of the state Friday morning.
Huntington, on the banks of the Ohio River, hit 15 below zero to log its lowest temperature since January At
least one water main broke in Charleston, coating nearby parked cars with ice. Winter Storm Octavia - Feb.
This story does not necessarily represent the position of our parent company, IBM.
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Trans Siberian Express - Your Source for Discount Siberian Train Tickets. racedaydvl.com has been selling discount
tickets on the Trans-Siberian, Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian train routes for 10 years as well as offering Trans
Siberian rail tours - both fully customized and group tours.

We had one minor hitch but that was through no fault of Express to Russia.. We felt comfortable with the
whole process. The train trip is wonderful with Mongolia being a "special " place for us! I am happy to answer
any questions any body may wish to ask. Cody, USA Thank you so very much for organizing our trip.
Everything went wonderfully, and we really enjoyed our time in Russia. Moscow was beautiful, Lake Baikal
was very cold, yet very fun to swim in, and the DPR Koreans that I met and made friends with in Vladivostok
was beyond priceless. The guides you got for us did an exceptional job, and the drivers helped us out a lot as
well. The hotels you got for us were great, and the room you got for us in the Vladivostok really made the long
stay comfortable. Overall, the trip was wonderful, and you arranged it magnificently. So once again, thank you
for all of your efforts, and hopefully in the future you will be able to help us out again. Take care, and thank
you for everything. The Trans-Siberian Express is the longest train journey in the world. The route takes you
from ancient Russian cities through deep forests and breathtaking mountains to Siberian outposts and into
Asia. Express to Russia is a specialist in travel for individuals and small groups along the route. We will make
sure that you have an unforgettable journey on this incredible adventure by train. Choose basic packages
below or contact us to arrange your own custom travel. Our Russian tours are offered as land only where you
arrange your own airfare and we meet you at the airport and handle everything else. You can easily book the
discount tickets yourself through our own discount internet ticket office. The airline tickets we offer are the
cheapest available on the web. Please browse our discount air tickets section to learn more. The length of the
route is km or miles. The train travels through 7 time zones and takes 8 days to complete without making
overnight stops. The Trans-Siberian splits off into a few other interesting directions as well: From Ulan-Ude
the tracks go south, towards Mongolia, crossing the large Gobi desert and finally ending up in Beijing. This
route is a mere kilometers long Moscow - Beijing. From Tarskaya, the line heads southeast into China near
Zabaikalsk and makes its way down to Beijing. This route is a kilometres long Moscow - Beijing. Click to
learn more about the history of the Trans-Siberian Railway.
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Chapter 3 : The Trans-Siberian Express | The Mongol Rally Guys
Golden Eagle Trans-Siberian Express (Eastbound) Undoubtedly the world's greatest railway journey, the Trans-Siberian
Railway runs like a steel ribbon across mysterious Russia connecting east and west from Moscow over the Urals, across
the magnificent and endless steppe and alongside the shore of the world's largest freshwater lake.

The Rally Having nothing better to do than sleep for the time being I decided to explore what would be my
surroundings for the next three days and nights. I walked the narrow hall and found car after car looking
exactly like the one I was in. A few cars before I hit my own I heard some English voices and peeked in a
berth while passing to see four white faces. They invited me inside and we introduced ourselves before
breaking out a bottle of vodka. Turns out they were from the Netherlands and Belgium and had met up in
Moscow when boarding the train. We had a nice chat before fatigue got the better of me and I retired to my
cabin. The next morning I was awoken by the sound of station announcements and my roommate hustling
outside to sell her wares. It was a little before seven in the morning, and we had stopped at a small Siberian
station to load and unload passengers. I wearily got up, threw on my jacket, and stepped outside for some fresh
air. Once we started moving again I decided to do a bit more exploring, this time in the other direction. Again
I passed train car after train car of rooms similar to mine, many of them occupied by Mongols and their loads
of boxes of clothing for sale. After a half dozen cars I came to the dining car. It was unoccupied, so I sat down
and the waitress gave me a menu. There were tons of things listed on it, but she was quick to point out that in
actuality they only had three choices. I opted for the omelet, which came out a few minutes later accompanied
by some slices of bread. A very overpriced, spartan breakfast, but I was just happy to have something in my
stomach. The rest of the day was spent lazing around my cabin. I spent a lot of time just looking out the
window, taking a few pictures, studying my Mongolian phrasebook, and listening to my iPod. Around midday
we stopped again and a large contingent of the Mongol passengers disembarked from the train, taking their
loads of goods with them. Among those that left was my roommateâ€”looked like I had the entire berth to
myself for the time being! When walking around a bit later I came upon another cabin a few down from mine
that housed four Brits. We hung out that evening and played a few games of poker in their room in which I
pretty much ended coming out on top. Now, it should be noted that even though the Trans-Siberian Express is
often romanticized in novels and movies and whatnot, the reality is that the Trans-Siberian Express is just a
train. I too had imagined nice comfy compartments, with a grand dining car with huge windows where people
would sit and play cards games while drinking vodka and enjoying the view. Even with a second class ticket
that costs hundreds of dollars you are put four to a very small room with moderately hard beds. Heating is
come and go and it can get quite cold if you are unlucky enough to be on one of the train cars without it and
this is just in late summer! The next morning we arrived in Irkutsk very early. So early in fact that I slept right
through it! When I finally dragged myself out of bed and stopped into the hallway I heard French voices
coming from the compartment directly next to mine. A women about my age stepped into the hall and
proceeded to peer out the window. They invited me into their cabin and we continued to talk about their trip
before I explained what I was doing there. At the next stop, Ulan-Ude, I was introduced to my new bunkmate.
A giant Mongolian guy came stumbling into the room looking a bit worse for wear. He smiled and waved and
continued walking down the hall. I could smell the alcohol on him. He never seemed to pass up a chance to
put his hands on women, especially the two attendants staffing our car, and it was obvious he liked to drink he
picked up a one liter bottle of beer at our first stop. When he finally succumbed to to alcohol he passed our on
the bed next to mine, arms astray, shirt exposing quite the paunch of a belly, snoring loud enough to be heard
in adjoining rooms. The two French ladies took pity on me and invited me to stay with them in their room for
the night, which I gladly accepted. That evening we pulled into our last stop in Russia before hitting the
Mongolian border. It was here where we would have to hand over our passports and wait about six or seven
hours for the customs officials to check everything, including all of our rooms and possessions. While waiting
we went into town and dropped by a convenience store some drinks and a bite to eat from the babushkas that
were sitting outside selling pierogies and samosas. The French girl and I had also met some guys from
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England, Denmark, and Italy, and we walked around together for a bit trying our best to kill time. It was
evening by the time we got everything back and were confined to quarters while the police searched every
cabin for contraband. I wanted to get the greasy taste of meat samosa out of my mouth, so I grabbed my
toothbrush and headed over to lower the hallway window the bathrooms had to be locked for the entire time
were were waiting at the station. It was quite the predicament. I thought quickly and decided to go in between
the train cars where there was a bit of an opening and just did my business there. Eventually everything was
completed and we continued on our way. Then we stopped again after crossing the Mongolian border to go
through the whole rigmarole all over again. Luckily they were a bit quicker about everything and the visa
checking process took only a couple of hours. It was already after midnight by this time so I along with the
two French ladies retired to our bunks for a night of restless sleep, awakened at every stop by the commotion
of passengers getting off the train. We woke up just prior to our scheduled arrival time of 7: It was freezing in
the compartment and we did our best to warm ourselves up and get packed and ready for our final destination.
At a bit before 9: I said goodbye to the new friends I had made and set off to find my ride. Pictures have been
posted in the gallery.
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Regardless of how he fares, the year-old son of In Excess, an Irishbred Californian stallion who sired the Poule d'Essai
des Pouliches winner Musical Chimes, is already proven as a much needed ambassador for the Grey Sovereign line in
the US, descending from him via Caro and Siberian Express.

Yes, the Trans-Siberian is perfectly safe, even for families or solo females. You can go at any time of year as
the Trans-Siberian Railway operates all year round. Naturally, the summer months from May to September
have the best weather and the longest daylight hours so are the most popular. On this page I cover both
directions, remember that any comments written from an eastbound perspective usually apply westbound too!
See the interactive Trans-Siberian route map to open your mind to all the possibilities which the
Trans-Siberian Railway offers. The Trans-Mongolian is easily the most interesting of the three routes, even
though it means an extra visa, there are superb views of the Gobi desert and a chance to stop off in Mongolia
on the way. But why end your trip in Beijing? Shanghai or Xian are just a few hours high-speed train ride
away. Or how about Japan? There are ferries from Shanghai to Japan and a ferry from Vladivostok to Japan.
Do you want to stop off? However, you can easily arrange stopovers along the way using a separate ticket for
each train, easily pre-booked especially if you use the Trans-Siberian Trip Planner. The varied scenery and
camaraderie on board the direct Moscow-Beijing trains makes non-stop travel on these trains an enjoyable
option and maximises your time in China. Most western travellers pre-book all their tickets, but if you have
lots of time and are determined to stay flexible and buy tickets at stations as you go, read this section about
buying tickets at the station. Plan your Trans-Siberian trains There is no such train as the Trans-Siberian
Express but a whole range of trains across Siberia, including countless Russian domestic trains plus a handful
of direct international trains to Mongolia and China. Plan your trains using the Trans-Siberian timetable below
or the Trans-Siberian trip planner. But if, say, you wanted to go from Moscow to Beijing with stopovers at
Irkutsk and Ulan Bator, you might first take any regular daily Russian domestic train from Moscow to Irkutsk,
and it might be nice to ride the Moscow-Vladivostok Rossiya for this bit unless a cheaper ticket for a slower
lower-quality train better suited your budget. Then you might take train 6 from Irkutsk to Ulan Bator 4 times a
week, as this is easier to get berths on and more frequent than waiting for weekly train 4. Then you might pick
up trains 4 or 24 from Ulan Bator to Beijing. Browse the Trans-Siberian timetable or use the Trans-Siberian
trip planner. How much will it cost? How long does it take? But it all depends on what you want to do, and
how economically or luxuriously you want to travel. Fares are shown in the fares section below , although
what you actually pay depends on how you buy your tickets as the various booking agencies add differing
mark-ups. You can use the the Real Russia Trans-Siberian trip planner to get a good idea of cost including
stopovers. In terms of time, London to Beijing with a one day stopover in Moscow takes around 10 days,
London to Beijing with 2-days in Irkutsk and 3 days in Ulan Bator in Mongolia would take 15 days. London
to Tokyo or Hanoi with stopovers in Moscow and Vladivostok takes about 14 days. You could reach Bangkok
in around 20 days. But where and how long you stop off is up to you. Buy your Trans-Siberian train tickets.
When you have planned your journey, the first thing to arrange are your Trans-Siberian train tickets. There are
several ways to buy tickets, some cheaper but more effort, others easier but more expensive. You may also
need to book a one-way flight if you are going one way by train, the other by air. Alternatively, I often use
www. Once you have booked the Trans-Sib train, you need to arrange your visas. You can usually only get
visas within 3 months of travel. See the visa section below for details of how to do this. The Paris to Moscow
express: See the Paris-Moscow Express page. Book your train from London to Moscow: You can also travel
to Moscow by direct sleeping-car from Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Prague, Helsinki and many other places, to find
train times, use www. What are the trains like? Real trains for real travellers The Trans-Siberian Railway is a
regular railway, a means of transport vital to the people living along it. However, all passengers get a proper
flat berth to sleep in, provided with all necessary bedding, convertible to a seat for day use. There are
washrooms and toilets along the corridor, and a restaurant car for meals. Whichever train you take, the
Trans-Siberian is a safe and comfortable way to reach China and the Far East. There are toilets and washrooms
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at the end of the corridor, room for luggage under the lower berths and above the door to the corridor, and all
compartment have power sockets for laptops and mobiles. Compartment doors lock securely and you may
even find a card-key system available in the 1st class cars so you can lock up when you go to the restaurant.
The Rossiya on its journey from Moscow to Vladivostok. After years in a special red, white and blue colour
scheme, in even the famous Rossiya is now in RZD Russian Railways corporate red and grey. Photo courtesy
of Hubert Horan. Similar to 4-berth but without the upper berths. Corridor side of the same 2-berth
compartment, showing the TV screen.
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The Trans-Siberian Express is the longest train journey in the world. The route takes you from ancient Russian cities
through deep forests and breathtaking mountains to Siberian outposts and into Asia.

Located in the historic building of Moskva Hotel and occupying one of the most enviable addresses in the very
heart of Moscow, the hotel is a short walk from the Kremlin, Red Square and the Bolshoi Theatre. On your
first evening in Moscow you will be invited to a champagne drinks reception before our exclusive Welcome
Dinner. Specially selected international wines are included with dinner, as with all meals during the tour. An
essential part of any visit to Moscow is a tour of the opulent and unique stations of the Moscow metro showpieces of Socialist art furnished with statues, frescoes and mosaics, unsurpassed anywhere in the world.
Upon arrival at Moscow Kazansky Station in the late afternoon, you will be greeted in the ornately decorated
Imperial Waiting Room with a cold glass of Russian Champagne and canapes as you mix with the other guests
and are welcomed by the train staff. Here we see for ourselves its rich tapestry of history and culture. Within
the walls of this ancient citadel we will explore the stunning mosque and picture-perfect onion-domed
cathedral. You will also have time to wander through the main pedestrian area of Kazan and immerse yourself
in the atmosphere of the city. Known as the Great Divide, the Ural Mountains create the natural border
between Europe and Asia so that the cultural and architectural influences of European and Asian civilisations
come together in this fascinating and cosmopolitan landscape. Our city tour takes us to the poignant site where
the Romanov, Tsar Nicholas II of Russia, was executed with his family by the Bolsheviks in following 78
days of imprisonment. Now a church dedicated to their memory, this site provides us with a powerful insight
into the turmoil of the Russian Revolution. We will also drive to the obelisk marking the geographical border
can drink a glass of champagne with one foot in Europe and the other in Asia. Time permitting, our Freedom
of Choice programme features a visit to the recently opened Museum of Military Machinery. The museum
houses an amazing collection of different types of military hardware including tanks, aircraft, boats and even
armoured trains. The museum is a real treat for anyone with an interest in the Soviet past, unparalleled by
anything else along the route. Alternatively, we will make a short stop at the Boris Yeltsin Presidential Centre,
recently opened in Yekaterinburg, which is dedicated to the contemporary political history of Russia and its
first president. The city is located in the heart of Russia and is situated on both banks of the River Ob. Our city
tour takes us to Lenin Square where the imposing Opera House is located. An architectural marvel, it houses
two permanent ballet and opera companies and is one of the largest opera houses in the world. In front of the
Opera House, we visit an impressive statue of Lenin â€” a marvellous opportunity to have your photograph
taken with this iconic political leader. The museum displays locomotives and rolling stock from the late s,
including carriages of the Tsars, through to the Soviet era. Alternatively, as part of our Freedom of Choice
programme, you may choose to visit the Mineralogical Centre with its fine display of Siberian minerals. Day 6
On Board Russia A day to unwind and reflect on the many sights and sounds we have experienced on our
journey so far. Chat to your fellow passengers, perhaps learn a few words of Russian or simply enjoy the
ever-changing landscape outside your window as it unfolds. We also visit the Volkonsky House Museum,
which is dedicated to the memory of the aristocrats who were exiled to this remote outpost after the failed
Decembrists uprising of We recreate the atmosphere of that time with a champagne reception and private
concert. You could learn to cook some traditional Russian dishes with a local chef and prepare your own lunch
with our Freedom of Choice option. Or you might also wish to visit a traditional Russian Dacha summer house
to get an insight into the everyday life of an average Russian family. Freedom of Choice touring options may
be subject to variations dependent on finalised train timings and local weather conditions. For five hours we
wind our way through tunnels along cliff hugging tracks above the lake. With a vista of snow-capped peaks
along the far shore forming a picture-perfect backdrop, we gain a full appreciation of the engineering
achievement which produced this part of the railway in the early twentieth century. To add to the grandeur of
the day our Golden Eagle train will be hauled by a Soviet Era steam locomotive on this beautiful section of
line. There will be plenty of opportunities to take photographs as the train winds its way along the lake.
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Weather permitting, we stop in an extremely picturesque location by the lake for photographic opportunities.
For the brave hearted, there is time for a refreshing swim in the crystal clear and ice-cold waters of Baikal.
Travelling onwards to the end of the Baikal branch line, we leave the train and travel by boat on the lake to
Listvyanka, a small Baikal settlement nestling at the base of the surrounding hills and visit the Lake Baikal
Museum and Aquarium where you can learn about the flora and fauna of the lake. We will enjoy a delicious
barbecue prepared by our own chefs, including freshly smoked omul fish, in the delightful covered dining area
on the shore of Lake Baikal to complete a memorable day. As part of our Freedom of Choice excursion
programme you can choose a hiking opportunity up Chersky Mount or you can choose to take the chair lift,
which offers some spectacular and panoramic hillside views of the grandeur of the lake below. As we tour the
area you will notice the different faces of these welcoming Buryat people. Mongolia, once the very centre of
an enormous empire led by Genghis Khan, is a country of beautiful landscapes and nomadic people, rich in
culture and history. Mongolia is famous for its endless green Steppes, grazing livestock and white, nomadic
Gers Yurts dotted across the countryside. At Chinggis Square formerly Sukhbaatar Square we can see the
central monument to Genghis Khan, undoubtedly the most feared and revered Mongol. We then drive out of
the city to Gorkhi-Terelj National Park and enjoy the beautiful scenery of wild Mongolia, having the
opportunity to visit a traditional Ger and meet a nomadic family or try our hand at horse-riding, an intrinsic
part of Mongolian life. Alternatively, there is an option to stay in the city as part of our Freedom of Choice
touring. We can also explore the city and have some free time for shopping for Mongolian souvenirs and their
specialty cashmere. We will also enjoy a performance of traditional Mongolian throat singing and
contortionists. Please note, depending on final timings provided by the railway authorities we may substitute
the railway journey from Russia into Ulaan Baatar with a private jet charter from Irkutsk or Ulan Ude so that
we can maintain the advertised programme for Mongolia. This will be advised to you in your final
documentation. You may wish to attend one of the interesting lectures or Russian language lessons. Enjoy
Russia at its most dramatic and remote, as the Golden Eagle eats up the miles on our way to Vladivostok. Day
13 On Board Russia Passing directly north of Seoul, Darwin and Osaka, we spend our last full day on board
the Golden Eagle today as the most easterly point of this mammoth journey is reached passing through
Khabarovsk, where we cross the River Amur. Tonight we enjoy our final dinner on board our private train that
has been our home for the last twelve days as we approach our final destination on this unforgettable journey.
Due to its military importance, the city was closed to foreigners between and Our city tour will also take us to
the iconic suspension bridge over Golden Horn Bay, one of the largest of its kind worldwide, which opened in
for the APEC conference. This evening you are invited to our farewell dinner. Our hotel in Vladivostok, where
we stay for one night, is the four-star Hotel Hyundai. Day 15 Vladivostok Russia Following breakfast, spend
the remaining time in Vladivostok at your leisure, followed by your transfer which will take you to the airport
to begin the return flight home.
Chapter 6 : The Trans-Siberian Express Eastbound - Moscow to Vladivostok
The Trans-Siberian Railway (TSR, Russian: Ð¢Ñ€Ð°Ð½Ñ•Ñ•Ð¸Ð±Ð¸Ñ€Ñ•ÐºÐ°Ñ• Ð¼Ð°Ð³Ð¸Ñ•Ñ‚Ñ€Ð°Ð»ÑŒ, tr.
Transsibirskaya magistral', IPA: [trÉ™nsÊ²sÊ²ÉªËˆbÊ²irskÉ™jÉ™ mÉ™gÊ²ÉªËˆstralÊ²]) is a network of railways
connecting Moscow with the Russian Far East.

Chapter 7 : NSW Sledding NSW Siberian Express
Probably the single most popular city to start Trans-Siberian Express tours from, Moscow offers the choice of both the
Trans-Manchurian and Trans-Mongolian Railways to Beijing or the rail line all the way to Vladivostok in Russia's far east.

Chapter 8 : The Trans-Siberian Express - The world's greatest railway journey
The Golden Eagle Trans-Siberian Express will be steam-hauled, as we skirt the shores of vast Lake Baikal, the largest
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freshwater lake in the world. We continue on to visit the small village of Listvyanka, nestled at the foot of the surrounding
hills.

Chapter 9 : How to plan & book a journey on the Trans-Siberian Railway
There is no such train as the Trans-Siberian Express but a whole range of trains across Siberia, including countless
Russian domestic trains plus a handful of direct international trains to Mongolia and China.
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